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Answer all the following questions: [100 Marks]

tA) Write brief notes on the following topics:

(1) The mathematical models? And What are the benefits of using the

mathematical models?

(2) The characteristics of the mathematical model?

t3l The types of mathematical models?

(4) The steps of constructing a mathematical model?

t5) The computat ional model ing? and state some examples of

computat ional model ing? And how can computat ional model ing

improve medical care andfor biomedical research?

(6) The physical Modeling? The aims of physical modeling?

(7) Draw the flow chart for relation between physical and

Mathematical Model?

tB) State the classes of physical modeling?

t9) Define Dynamic System and Mention some examples to il lustrate it.

(10J State the evolution rule of dynamic system.

[11] Define the Probabilistic Model? and where do the uncertaintv

occur? And state some Examples on probabi l ist ic Model.

[12J Explain chaos theory?

(B) Write a mathematical model to describe the motion of a block with mass
(m) and is connected to a vertical spring of spring constant (k). A block

stretches the spring by a distance xs from its unstretched position when

the system is in equilibrium as in the figure below. Determine the mass

of the object, the maximum amplitude of osciliation such that the top

block will not slip on the bottom block.
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rwrite a mathematical model to d.r..ibu tr* .*Gn orip-fiirE or
mass (m) kg and diameter (d) m wrth launching speed (zo) with
launching angle (*) using the evolution rure to determine the position
of the particle and draw the trajectory of the particre.

(D) Find and Solve the Difference equation associated with rhe following
sequence Z.  L7.37.77.  LSi .

Q.2 (A) Consider the following dynamical system en+r = 
#j Un*, = 

#,
[30]

Find its steady states and discuss its behavior for any positive value of
in i t ia l  va lues.

The model  y  -  !o  e t ' t ,w i th  k  )  0 ,  is  somet imes used to  model  bacter iar
growth.

i i )  Describe the qual i tat ive predict ions made by the model.  In
particular, show that

G(t) - 
#, 

does not actually depend on f.

[i i) Describe an experiment that tests the prediction of part [iJ.
[i i i) Describe a physical setting in which this model for population

growth is clearly not appropriate.

(iv) Describe a physical setting in which this model for population
growth might be appropriate.

one of the data sets in below table has the origin as i ts mean point.

ti l Find the equarion of the straight line that best fits that data.

[ii] Plot the data and the best-fit l ine together on a graph.

(c)

tB)

tc)

tD) Prove that B(x1..  . ' .  xn;y) is a Banach space by using the natural

.x , ;y)  = B(X, , .  B(X2. .  .  . .X^;y)) .ident i f icat ion B(Xr,
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Q.3 (A) n.ri* tfte results of the l inear least squares method for the model

Y=mx,

(B)

* -L#, R-s. t  -EYz -(zxY)z -  rv2 -mLxY ,
Lx '

by applying optimization methods from calculus to the total discrepancy

function: F (m) - (I x2) Te2 - 2 (t,xy) m + (I yt).

Two possible models for the dynamics of a renewable resource [biotic

or abiotic) are

d':o1-# and #-o'rx-#d t  l + x

where x(t)  is the amount of resource present at t ime f and y is the

number of consumers.

(il For each of these models, describe a mechanism that accounts for

the growth of the resource in a way that is consistent with the

model.

ti i) Explain the assumption the models make about the consumers.

Solve the following 2nd order difference equation:

xn+z-Zxn+t*2xn- -O

with ini t ial  condit ions x1 :  O, xz = I '

tD) Solve the fol lowing system using Euler 's method

x '  :  -Z tx  +  3y2,  ! '  =  -3x2( t -  y )

with I'C x(0) - -1, l(0) = 2' With step size h = 0'L ' from t -

0 .1 to  f  :  0 .5

Good Luck

Dr. Ramzy M.Abumandour
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